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Abstract 

 

Continuous response measures of viewers’ reactions to media stimuli have advantages over 

retrospective self-report measures (Poels & Dewitte, 2006). However, it is difficult to capture 

continuous measures using single numbers, such as the mean, velocity (the slope), peak, and area 

under the curve (Kahneman, 2000). Dynamic models are required to illuminate dynamic interactions 

between audio-visual presentations and audience responses so as not to lose the rich data that is 

otherwise lost in static measures aggregated over time (Wang, Lang, and Busemeyer, 2011). This is 

especially the case for humour, which results from a trajectory over time. First there is the set-up, 

then there is the pay-off. A mean that averages over both these phases is meaningless. In this article, 

we propose a new measure for characterizing continuous responses: arc length, which is a measure of 

the length of the curve, or the length of the journey that a measure undergoes during a certain time 

period. 
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Dimensions of humour enjoyment: intensity and valence 

Throughout history a variety of physiological measures have been used to mark emotional 

arousal and attention in media-users. Psychophysiological measures are appealing to researchers as 

they offset many of the weaknesses associated with collecting subjective data alone, such as reliance 

on language and memory, temporal imprecision, and interruption of the experimental process 

(Ravaja et al., 2005; Ravaja, Saari, Salminen, Laarni, & Kallinen, 2006). However, despite these 

advantages, psychophysiological measures can lead to interpretative ambiguity. As a result, studies 

typically use a variety of measures together.  

A most effective way to measure participant response to media is to measure both arousal and 

valence (to identify the direction of arousal). According to Wang et al. (2011), a dimensional 

approach in emotion research is most effectual to capture audience response, whereby valence is 

represented by the activation of appetitive or aversive systems. Heart rate is a commonly used 

measure of arousal, however, as the heart is dually innervated it is prone to interpretative ambiguity. 

SC offers a less ambiguous, simply attained measure of arousal. To measure valence, facial EMG 

yields reliable results, however at the time of data collection a practical method of measurement was 

not available. As a result, CRM (dial) was chosen as an effective moment-to-moment measure of 

valence, which has been shown to be useful in studies involving humour and structural techniques.  

 

Previous ways of characterising continuous responses 

Tracing emotional processing over the course of an audio-visual presentation is important 

when deciphering how responses change from moment-to-moment (Abeele & Maclachlan, 1994). 

This is especially important for researchers looking to identify differences between responses to 

individual scenes. Continuous response measurement (CRM) is typically recorded via a handheld 

dial or slider set to distinguish between increments on a scale, usually some form of semantic 

differential (Potter & Bolls, 2012). CRM is also low in reactivity, nonverbal, immediate, 

spontaneous, reliable and valid (Abeele & Maclachlan, 1994).  

CRM records the dynamic variation in participant response during a viewing session via 

introspective analysis, whereas psychophysiological measures do not require such introspection 

(Potter & Bolls, 2012). As a result, CRM is beneficial for identifying specific subjective responses to 

particular parts of a presentation, in contrast to facial EMG, where responses are inferred from facial 

muscle activity. CRM also offers more detailed information than post-exposure retrospective 

methods of enquiry, where it is unclear which responses are being reported; for example, the peaks 
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during the presentation, the globally dominant emotion, or the emotion experienced at the end 

(Fenwick & Rice, 1991; Abeele & Maclachlan, 1994).  

Overwhelmingly in the past, mean measures have been used to capture audience response. 

Woltman Elpers, Mukherjee, and Hoyer (2004) analysed the timing of when peaks in CRM occurred 

for different groups rating humour and surprise. Their analysis was based on previous work by 

Baumgartner et al. (1997) who investigated the various properties of CRM traces, including the slope 

(velocity), change in slope (acceleration), and peak. More recently, Teixeira, Wedel, and Pieters 

(2012) found that the velocity of changes in facial smiling predict when an ad will be skipped. More 

generally, Wang et al. (2011) criticized previous analysis of means as confounding the potential 

causes of moment-to-moment responses, which include not only the currently displaying stimulus on 

the screen but feedback from previous exposure. All in all, despite their popularity, mean measures 

are likely to drastically misrepresent the set-up pay-off journey of humour scenes. 

 

Arc length 

By showing the journey undertaken by a CRM trace, arc length illustrates some of these 

feedback effects. Arc length captures variance, the up and down, in a single measure, whereas 

otherwise three measures, velocity and change in velocity, and change in change in velocity, would 

be needed to describe the same movement. Because using the mean alone as a measure of continuous 

responses misses much of the information contained in such rich data, the use of another measure 

that captures variance within scenes was required. Arc length of each scene was used to capture the 

journey of peaks and troughs made by each participant’s responses. Figure 1 illustrates the difference 

between long and short arc length in arousal (SC) levels. The first diagram depicts a short arc length, 

with very little up and down movement, while the second depicts a wavelength with more peaks and 

troughs, indicating a longer distance (more variance). Two participants could have the same average 

SC for a scene, but very different arousal journey lengths. 
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 Figure 1 Example of short and long arousal journey (arc length) 

 

Analysing response to humour 

In order to work with arc length, a time unit is required that sufficiently captures audience 

response over time while taking into account the temporal resolution of a single change in SC (6 

seconds).  This task appears straightforward when analysing a 30-second advertisement, but when 

analysing a 20-minute sitcom it proves more difficult. For this reason, it makes sense to divide each 

sitcom into scenes prior to analysis. As sitcom scenes are, in general, around 60 seconds, they are 

ideal for a time unit equal to the length of each scene (1 minute, on average) divided into 10 sections, 

which are on average 6 seconds in duration.  

 

Causes of differences in arc length 

Wang et al. criticise merely descriptive analyses of CRM data. Accordingly, we proposed that 

arc length would vary systematically depending on what humour techniques were being used in a 

scene. To identify these humour techniques, a theoretically exhaustive and mutually exclusive 

typology of humour techniques was sourced from Berger (1993). This typology, which had originally 

been developed for the analysis of jokes, had been previously adapted for the analysis of humorous 

commercials by (Buijzen & Valkenburg, 2004). Pretests using different sitcoms to the ones analysed 

in the main study demonstrated the need to adapt this typology for use with sitcom humour. The final 

typology of humour techniques is listed in Table 1. 
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Method 

Stimuli 

This study analysed secondary data collected for another purpose (program testing) by an 

audience research laboratory in the United States. The original study sampled the highest-rating 

programs on the four primary US networks. This study analysed a sub-set of the data, the four 

highest-rating comedy programs across the four primary US networks (ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX). 

Table 2 displays program and network information. Each stimulus presentation was 60-minutes long 

and contained two episodes of one program interspersed with four ad pods. Ad breaks were 

standardized across all programs so that all participants were exposed to the same brands. The 

advertisements in the pods ranged in duration from 15 – 60 seconds. 

 

Participants 

The final sample of participants comprised 62 females and 47 males (N = 109).  Ages ranged 

between 19 years – 50 years. The imbalance of males to females arises from the gender split 

contained in the original dataset, which reflected the intended population of the study. Despite this 

split, only Modern Family (ABC) was affected (females = 19, males = 10), with the remaining three 

shows containing more even gender numbers; Big Bang Theory (CBS, females = 15, males = 12), 

Family Guy (FOX, females = 15, males = 13), and The Office (NBC, females = 13, males = 12). 

 

Design  

Participants were randomly assigned into one of 4 rotations. The experimental design was 

between-subjects, with participants viewing two episodes of one program, with advertisements 

between and throughout the episodes. Each viewing session lasted approximately 60 minutes, 

followed by a post-session computer survey that lasted between 15 and 20 minutes. 

 

Procedure 

Participants watched the stimuli in a small-group (theater) setting. On completion of consent 

forms, participants were escorted to their assigned viewing theatre to take their seat, each equipped 

with a computer screen and biometric measurement capability. The maximum group size was nine. 

An assistant attached electrode to the participant to monitor skin conductance and heart rate (except 

where a medical condition prevented this). Participants were then presented with a short tutorial on 

how to use the dial measure of real-time enjoyment (i.e., both dial and biometrics were collected 

from the same person). The experimental presentation then began automatically. Participants 

evaluated two recent episodes of television sitcoms while response data during the entire session 
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were recorded. When the viewing session was over, the assistant returned to remove the biometric 

leads. Participants were asked to complete the survey on the computer screen on their desk. 

 

Measures 

Humour techniques.  Sitcoms were first segmented into scenes by topic. The beginning and 

end points of each scene were coded as markers into a timeline used to analyse the biometric data. 

Each scene was coded for the presence or absence of the 22 humour techniques, by two independent 

coders (Krippendorf’s alpha > .67) 

Arousal.  Psychophysiological arousal, which is a continuous measure of a participant’s 

preparation for approach or withdrawal (Cacioppo, Tassinary, & Bernston, 2007), was measured by 

skin conductance (SC) using disposable SC electrodes. The data were recorded with a Biopac MP35 

using AcqKnowledge software (V.4.1, Biopac, USA). Prior to analysis, the SC waveform was 

filtered to remove high frequency artefacts caused by movements. To control for individual 

differences, second-by-second SC was converted from raw microSiemens into individual Z-scores. 

As a result, the transformed data indicated each participant’s amount of change, in standard 

deviations, from their own individual mean throughout the viewing session. Six files were excluded 

due to response-affecting medical histories or medication use (5.5% of total sample, 109), and 24 

files contained bad data (22%). This left a total of 83 usable files. The necessary deletions did not 

adversely affect the gender split in the SC subsample (females = 46, males = 37), nor the age range 

(19 – 50 years).  

Enjoyment.  A continuous real-time measure of enjoyment was captured using a dial that 

indicated positive or negative valence. The dial set at zero indicated neutral liking, and extended to 

+3 (extreme positive) and −3 (extreme negative), with increments of 1. As with the SC data, second-

by-second dial ratings were transformed into individual Z-scores to control for individual differences 

in responsiveness. 

Arc length.  Instead of using calculus to measure the true arc length, which would require 

customized calculation of derivatives, a very close approximation was calculated using Pythagoras’s 

theorem (z² = x² + y²). The baseline segment (x) was always defined as one unit in length, although 

the actual length in seconds could vary. The time unit used to calculate arc length was the length of 

each scene (1 minute, on average) divided into 10 sections, which were on average 6 seconds in 

duration. Six seconds is around the temporal resolution of a single change in SC, which takes place 

approximately 2 to 5 seconds after stimulus onset (Wang et al., 2011). The height (y) was the change 

in response over the duration of the segment. Enjoyment journey (arc length) was calculated in the 

same manner as arousal (SC) journey, using the dial data. 
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Survey.  After viewing the program, participants completed a survey that included program 

evaluation questions (e.g., “How would you rate your enjoyment of this episode?”) on a 7-point 

scale. Other questions pertaining to attitudes and feelings towards characters and the shows 

themselves were answered on a 10-point scale. 

Covariates.  Tests were conducted on the four shows for potential covariates on subsequent 

analyses. Demographics tested were gender, age, occupation, education, and income. Results 

revealed no significant differences between groups, indicating successful random assignment. 

However, because participants were randomly allocated to shows, rather than choosing a show they 

would like to watch, program fandom was used as a covariate. Participants were asked whether they 

were a fan of their assigned show on the post-exposure survey (“How much of a fan are you of this 

show?”). The answer was recorded on a 10-point scale (1 = “Not a fan” to 10 = “Super fan”). 

 

Analysis 

The final data set contained 169 rows (the scenes from all 8 episodes), which were the object 

of analysis rather than participants. Contained in each row were humour techniques information, 

survey data, and biometric data. A multiple regression analysis using stepwise backward elimination 

was used to investigate whether individual humour techniques significantly affected scene-level 

arousal mean, enjoyment mean, arousal journey (arc length) and enjoyment journey measures. The 

shows used in the experimental presentation, and the mean fan ratings provided by participants on 

the post-exposure survey were used as control variables. 

 

Results 

Dependent Variables: Self-reports and biometrics correlation analysis. 
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Table 2 Correlations among variables and descriptive statistics 

                  

Table 2 displays correlations between the dependent variables used in the analysis. The 

continuous self-report measure of program enjoyment, Dial mean, was significantly correlated with 

program fandom (Fan mean), as would be expected. The four dependent variables, however, display 

discriminant validity, as they were not highly correlated (largest r = .42 between Dial arc length and 

SC arc length). Therefore it can be assumed that all four dependent variables are needed, as each 

contributes unique data pertaining to different aspects of the viewing experience. 

The highest correlation in Table 2 is between the two arc length measures, suggesting that 

dial enjoyment ratings tapped arousal as well as valence (i.e., extreme valence in either direction was 

associated with high arousal). Dial mean was negatively correlated (r = −.36) with Dial arc length. 

 Fan mean SC mean Dial mean 

SC arc 

length Dial arc length 

Fan mean —     

SC mean .14 —    

Dial mean .71
**

 .04 —   

SC arc length .06 .35** .04 —  

Dial arc length .22
**

 .17* .36
**

 .42
**

 — 

Program means       

Big Bang Theory (n = 

31) 7.27



†  .005 (.032)



a  

1.14 

(.23)



b   10.14 (.14



b  10.15 (.11)



c  

Family Guy (n = 42) 6.73



†
 .001 (.043)



a  .55 (.24)



a  10.09 (.06



a  10.12 (.09)



b



c  

Modern Family (n = 

45) 7.34



†  -.001 (.023)



a  

1.03 

(.21)



b  10.07 (.08



a  10.08 (.07)



a



b  

The Office (n = 51) 7.33



†  .003 (.024)



a  

1.23 

(.28)



c  10.05 (.06)



a  10.04 (.06)



a  

TOTAL (N = 169) 7.17 (.26) .002 (.031) 1.01 (.37) 10.01 (.09) 10.10 (.09) 

Pearson correlations 

**p<0.01 level (2-tailed) 



†
Fan mean is a constant for each show 

In any column, means with different superscript letters are significantly different (p<.05), 

according to a Tukey HSD test. 
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Because a longer enjoyment journey is caused by positive and negative peaks, negative dips would 

lower the average over the scene and therefore contribute to the negative association between 

enjoyment journey and Dial mean. However, there was a medium positive correlation between SC 

arc length and SC mean. This can probably be explained by the different nature of the dial and SC 

measures. Dial mean has a neutral zero point at the mid-point of its scale (−3 to +3), whereas SC has 

a natural zero at extremely low arousal, and participants would tend to rebound to their baseline zero 

level after arousing events. So while Dial arcs are characterised by peaks and valleys, SC arcs would 

tend to be lengthened mainly by peaks, and therefore longer SC arc length tends to increase the SC 

mean for a scene.  
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Table 3 displays correlations between the dependent variables used in the regression analysis 

with ratings and retrospective survey data. Fan mean correlated highly with the survey measures 

Enjoyment and Intent to view, as would be expected. On the other hand, there was a low correlation 

between Ratings and Enjoyment mean, highlighting the fact that participants were assigned to their 

program. This is also reflected in the ANOVA results. 
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SC arc length (Table 2) aligned with Ratings results (Table 3) in terms of the highest and 

lowest scoring programs, which were Big Bang Theory and The Office, respectively, suggesting 

longer enjoyment journeys are related to increased popularity. Big Bang Theory scored highest in SC 

mean, while also scoring highest in Ratings results (Table 3). Program means for Dial arc length 

(Table 2) also found concordance with Ratings results (Table 3) in terms of the highest and lowest 

scoring programs, which were Big Bang Theory and The Office, respectively, suggesting longer 

enjoyment journeys are related to increased popularity. These results suggest that a key measure for 

program testing, especially with forced viewing, is Dial arc length, which in this study was highly 

correlated with actual ratings data in the field, and is much easier to measure than SC.  

Regression analysis.  Table 4 displays the significant effects of humour techniques on the 

four dependent variables. In these analyses, Modern Family was used as the default program (the 

constant). The reason for this being that Modern Family was considered the most ‘typical’ show out 

of those used in the study, in that it does not concentrate on any category of humour techniques, and 

it generally has a more widespread appeal, as it is not catering to a niche target audience. The 

remaining shows (as dummy variables) and Fan mean were used as control variables. The following 

sections report the main results for each dependent variable in turn, beginning with SC mean. 
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SC (arousal) mean. 

Identity.  Table 4 shows that three humour techniques were significantly related to SC mean. 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the Identity category was represented by 2 techniques, Parody and, most 

significantly, Self-deprecation. Interestingly, this effect of Parody was negative, with the presence of 

the technique resulting in reduced arousal. Parody was featured most notably in Family Guy, the 

program to receive the lowest reported enjoyment in this study by way of Dial mean and survey 

Enjoyment mean. Another category to make an impact on mean SC levels was the Logic category 

with one humour technique, Outwitting.  

 

 

Dial (enjoyment) mean.  Table 3 shows that two humour techniques were significantly and 

positively related to Dial mean. As can be seen in Figure 3, the Logic category was the only category 

to affect Dial mean levels, represented by two techniques. These were Surprise and Outwitting. 
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SC arc length (arousal journey).  Table 3 shows that five humour techniques significantly 

affected SC arc length, which as shown above appears to be highly predictive of ratings. Of the five 

techniques that affected arousal journey, Self-deprecation was the most significant (p = .000), with 

presence versus absence positively increasing arc length (peaks and valleys), as can be seen in Figure 

4. Also scoring significantly from this category was Rigidity, however the presence of this technique 

had an inverse effect, reducing arc length. This effect was not highly significant (p = .04) and is 

difficult to perceive in Figure 4. Techniques from the Logic category also significantly affected 

arousal journey, with Surprise and Caught out being highly significant techniques (p = .009). As 

shown in Figure 4, the presence of either of these variables positively increased SC arc length.  

 

      

As can be seen in Figure 5, the Pun technique from the Language category also had a strong 

significant positive effect on arousal journey, and was the only technique from this category to affect 

arousal.  
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Dial arc length (enjoyment journey). Table 3 shows that one humour technique is 

significantly related to Dial arc length (enjoyment journey). The Identity category’s Self-deprecation 

humour technique had a positive effect on enjoyment journey, as can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

          

Discussion 

Superiority of arc length measures 

Two types of dependent variable were used: (1) the mean value of a variable across the 

duration of a scene, and (2) the journey or arc length of the curve traced by the variable over duration 

of a scene. Emotional journey was expected to provide more information than a traditional means 

analysis, because arc length includes information about the variance in a variable over a scene, that 

is, the journey it makes above and below its mean value.  
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The lack of relationship between means and journey length shown in the results justifies the 

use of both types of measure. However, arousal (SC) journey was affected by more of a variety of 

techniques than the other dependent variables, with five humour techniques from three categories 

being represented. 

Analysis also revealed that dial and SC arc length (journey) measures were more predictive 

of program performance than traditional mean measures, with stronger correlations between ratings 

and these measures. Perhaps these measures tap the reactions that are an essential part of successful 

sitcoms. It is interesting that dial journey, like SC journey, was predictive of ratings, even though, 

unlike SC, dial journey requires conscious ratings by the viewer. But dial journey was less sensitive 

than SC journey to the effects of different humour techniques. 

 

Practical Application 

Analysis revealed that SC arc length measures were affected by a wider variety of techniques 

than dial arc length or either of the means measures. Furthermore, and most importantly, arc length 

measures were more indicative of ratings success than the means measures. This suggests it would be 

worthwhile including these measures in any efforts to predict sitcom success (e.g., pilot testing). In 

addition, the fact arc length measures were affected by a wider variety of techniques indicates that 

these measures are more sensitive than the traditional means measures, making them a more useful 

inclusion when only a few measures of enjoyment are practical.  

 

Future Research 

Future research should use the humour techniques typology and biometrics measures 

developed in this study on a wider variety and higher number of sitcoms — both successful and 

unsuccessful. These results are correlational only, not causal, so research that manipulates the factors 

identified in the regression analysis, while comparing arc length measures with ratings, would 

definitively identify the building blocks of a successful sitcom (Armstrong, 2012). 

Live performance would be an interesting arena for experimentally investigating the effects 

of humour techniques on arc length, as live performance is much easier to manipulate than video 

production (Russell, 2002). 

 

Conclusion 

Arc length is a new way of characterizing CRMs that is very promising. Our results show it 

yields superior insights compared to simple means analysis. Future research is needed but already 

these results suggest that this new measure has immediate practical utility. 
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Sitcom success is difficult to predict, posing a problem for all involved with the sitcom 

industry. To this end, two new experimental measures (of arc length) were found to be more 

indicative of actual ratings success than traditional means-based measures. These findings are, 

however, best considered a strong starting point for further research, due to the limitations of the 

current study. A wider variety of sitcoms and comedy genres should be tested, using the new 

typology in conjunction with the new emotional journey (arc length) measures, with a view to 

developing genre-specific prediction kits for use by writers, producers, and television networks. 
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